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S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S

/ . The visual cortex receives several types of afferents from the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus. In the cat, pre-
vious work studied the oN/opp and X/Y distinctions, investigat-
ing their convergence and segregation in cortex. Here we pursue
the lagged/nonlagged dichotomy as it applies to simple cells in
area l'l . Lagbed and nonlagged cells in the AJayers of the LGN
can be distinguished by the timing of their responses to sinusoi-
dally luminance-modulated stimuli. We therefore used similar
stimuli in cortex to search for signs of lagged and nonlagged inputs
to cortical cells.

2. Line-weighting functions were obtained from 37 simple
cells. A bar was presented at a series ofpositions across the recep-
tive field, with the luminance ofthe bar modulated sinusoidally at
a series of temporal frequencies. First harmonic response ampli-
tude and phase values for each position were plotted as a function
of temporal frequency. Linear regression on the phase versus tem-
poral lrequency data provided estimates of latency (slope) and
absolute phase (intercept) for each receptive-field position tested.
These two parameters were previously shown to distinguish be-
tween lagged and nonlagged LGN cells. Lagged cells generally
have latencies > 100 ms and absolute phase lags; nonlagged cells
have latencies < 100 ms and absolute phase leads. With the use of
these criteria, we classified responses at discrete positions inside
cortical receptive fields as lagged-like and nonlagged-like.

J. Both lagged-like and nonlagged-like responses were ob-
served. The majority of cortical cells had only or nearly only non-
lagged-like zones. In I 5 of the 37 cells, however, the receptive field
consisted of >209o lagged-like zones. For eight of these cells,
lagged-like responses predominated.

4. The distribution oflatency and absolute phase across the
sample of cortical simple cell receptive fields resembled the distri-
bution for LGN cells. The resemblance was especially striking
when only cells in or adjacent to geniculate recipient layers were
considered. Absolute phase lags were almost unilormly associated
with long latencies. Absolute phase leads were generally associated
with short latencies, although cortical cells responded with long
latencies and absolute phase leads slightly more often than LGN
cells.

5. Cells in which a high percentage of lagged-like responses
were observed had a restricted laminar localization, with all but
two being found in layer 48 or 5A. Cells with predominantly non-
lagged-like responses were found in all layers.

6. Lagged-like zones can not be easily explained as a result of
stimulating combinations of nonlagged inputs. Nonlagged-like re-
sponses could not be converted into lagged-like responses by in-
creasing bar width.

Z. We conclude that lagged and nonlagged geniculate inputs
can be detected in the responses ofcells in area 17. The influence
ofthese inputs can be seen in the response timing at certain posi-
tions in the receptive lield. Lagged afferents appear to innervate
layer 48.
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I  N T R O D U C T I O N

It has been clear since the work of Hubel and Wiesel
( 1959, 1962)that the receptive-field properties ofneurons
in the primary visual cortex differ markedly from their af-
ferents arising in the lateralgeniculate nucleus ( LGN ). Nev-
ertheless, there is evidence that classes of geniculocortical
afferents are detectable at the cortical cell level, and some of
them make obvious contributions to receptive-field proper-
ties. Perhaps the most striking example is the contribution
of retinal and geniculate oN and orp center cells to the
spatially distinct oN and oFF zones of cortical simple cells,
as revealed by silencing the oN pathway during application
of o,l-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (APB) in the ret-
ina (Schiller 1982; Sherk and Horton 1984). Another
method of obtaining evidence about the types of affere-nts
influencing a cortical cell relies on electrical stimulation'
Conduction speed and threshold differences between X-
and Y-axons have permitted analysis of the extent to which
single simple or complex cells (Hoffman and Stone l97l;
Singer et al. 1975), in areas 17 or l8 (Stone and Dreher
1973; Ferster 1990), or in different cortical layers (Bullier
and Henry 1979b; Ferster and Lindstrom 1983), receive
inputs from each of these afferent streams. Some attempts
have also been made at directly recording the inputs to cor-
tical cells. with cross-correlation techhiques ( Lee et al.
1917:Tanaka 1983a, 1985; Toyama et al .  1977).

The primary method ofcharacterizing the inputs to corti-
cal cells has been simply to map receptive fields with extra-
cellularly recorded responses to visual stimuli and then to
associate the responses observed in cortex with characteris-
tic response signatures of various types of LGN cells ( Bul-
lier et al. 1982; Citron et al. 1981; Ferster and Jagadeesh
l99l l  Mul l ik in et al .  1984; Tanaka 1983b).  This is how
Hubel and Wiesel (1962) first recognized the convergence
of oN- and orp-center afferents to simple cells. Although
the results of such mapping studies are sometimes difficult
to interpret, they can reveal the contribution ofthe genicu-
late inputs to cortical response properties. The most direct
*ay of demonstrating inputs is through anatomic tracing
( Davis and Sterling 1979; Ferster and LeVay 1978; Freund
et al .  1985; Garey and Powel l  197 I  :  Humphrey et al .  1985;
LeVay and Gilbert 1976 ), but establishing functional signif-
icance for labeled afferents is generally impossible.

The recently recognized population of lagged cells in the
cat LGN provides a major projection to visual cortex
(Humphrey and Weller 1988a; Mastronarde 1987a; Mas-
tronarde et al. 199 I ). We have estimated that -40vo of rhe
X-relay cells are lagged ( Xr; Humphrey and Weller 1988b;
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Mastronarde 1987a). None of the previous attempts to
characterize thalamic inputs to visual cortex took into ac-
count this large lagged projection. We therefore wanted to
investigate vihere these afferents to area 17 might terminate
and what functions they might serve.

Unfortunately, tracing lagged cell axons into cortex has
so far remained intractable, mainly because their small di-
ameters preclude their impalement with micropipettes.
Lacking good anatomic evidence, then, we undertook to
ex'amine single cortical neurons physiologically in search of
signs oflagged inputs in their response properties. Lagged
LGN cells are distinguished physiologically from their
neighboring nonlagged cells on the basis of response timing
( Saul and Humphrey I 990b ) . Sinusoidal luminance-modu-
lation of a visual stimulus in time reveals these timing dis-
tinctions in terms of response phase behavior. Lagged cells
fire about a quarter-cycle later than nonlagged cells ofthe
same center-sign at low temporal frequencies. This timing
difference is not due to a fixed delay, because it varies from
1 s at 0.25 Hz to 125 ms at 2 Hz, but instead reflects a
tendency to respond to the removal of the appropriate lumi-
nance contrast. As temporal frequency increases, the re-
sponse phase lag in lagged cells increases at a faster rate than
is seen in nonlagged cells. By -4H4lagged and nonlagged
cells of the same center-sign fire about a half-cycle apart.
Lagged responses also have lower temporal resolution than
nonlagged responses. Lagged and nonlagged cells have simi-
lar receptive-field size, center-surround interactions, and
spatial resolution. Whereas X- and Y-cells differ promi-
nently in spatial response properties but share temporal be-
havior (Derrington and Fuchs 1979; Lehmkuhle et al'
1980; Sestokasand Lehmkuhle 1986;Sherman 1985; Stone
et al. 1979), lagged and nonlagged cells differ substantially
only in their temporal properties (Saul and Humphrey
1990b) .

To look for these distinctive response properties in cor-
tex, we measured line-weighting functions with sinusoi-
dally luminance-modulated bars at a series of positions
across the receptive field. Values of response phase ob-
tained at several temporal frequencies permitted compari-
sons of cortical response timing to the previous characteiza-
tion of timing in the LGN. Although almost all the visual
input to cortex is relayed through the lateral geniculate nu-
cleus, cortical cells receive most of their inputs directly
from other cortical neurons, and therefore do not behave
like LGN cells. Nonetheless, cortical line-weighting func-
tions revealed zones that closely resemble lagged and non-
lagged geniculate afferents in their temporal response prop-
erties. These results constitute indirect evidence that lagged
and nonlagged afferents provide inputs to cortical cells. In
addition, this study provides further details about the spa-
tiotemporal structure of visual cortical receptive fields.

Some aspects of this study have briefly appeared in ab-
stract form (Saul and Humphrey 1990a).

M E T H O D S

Details of the physiological preparation are given elsewhere
(Saul and Humphrey 1990b, 1992). Catswere prepared lorsingle
unit recording from visual cortex. Anesthesia was maintained dur-
ing surgery with l-1.57o halothane in nitrous oxide-oxygen

(70:30) and during recording with 0. 1-0.57o halothane in the
N2O-O2 gas mixture. Heart rate, expired CO2, and the cortical
electroeniephalogram were monitored throughout' the experi-
ment. Single neuions were recorded extracellularly with glass-mi-
cropipettei hlled with l07o horseradish peroxidase ( HRP)
(Sigma) in 0.2 M KCI and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
iTris) Uutrer. We used these high-impedance electrodes (50-100

MO) to sample neurons with small as well as large somata
(Humphrey and Wel ler  1988b;  Mul l ik in  et  a l .  1984).

For each cell the optimal orientation and minimal response
field of the dominant eye were determined by hand plotting. Spa-
tial and temporal lrequency tuning curves in each direction were
obtained with sinusoidal gratings presented on a Tektronix 608
monitor placed 57 cm from the eye. For all stimuli, mean lumi-
nance *as 25 cd/m2, and contrast was -40vo. Stimulus timing
and spike collection were accurate to 5 ms ( limited by the 200-Hz
lrame rate). To look for lagged-like and nonlagged-like response
timing, receptive-field structure was quantitatively determined
from iine-weighting functions generated by stationary bar stimuli
whose luminance was modulated sinusoidally at various temporal
f'requencies (generally 0.5-8 Hz in octave steps). The bar was
positioned at a series oflocations spanning the receptive field. Bar
width was nominally chosen to match the separation between ad-
jacent positions (determined by the receptive-freld width and the
number of tested positions), but bar width was varied in some
cases for comparison and to enable stronger responses. Typically.
0.3"-wide bars were used. The set oltemporal frequency/bar post-

tion pairs was presented in random order, each trial lasting 4 s.
The iet was ihen repeated in a new random order. with a total of
five iterations.

Responses were compiled into histograms representing the
average firing rate during eich stimulus cycle for each trial. Bin-
widths were - 8 ms. Means and standard errors over the live trials
for each stimulus condition were computed' with the lirst har-
monic component of the response. Standard errors lor phase were
computed in the complex plane, with deviations weighted by the
amplitudes. Simple and complex cells were distinguished on the
basis ofthe segregation ofoN and oFF zones in hand plots and in
the quantitatively obtained line-weighting functions, as well as
larger first harmonic than direct current response amplitude when
tested with drift ing gratings ( De Valois et al, 1982).

For each temporal frequency, response amplitude and phase
were plotted against spatial position. Response phase was mea-
sured in cycles, with a value of 0.0 cycles corresponding to an
oN-response that is in register with the luminance peak and a
value of 0.5 cycles corresponding to an oFF-response that is in
register with the luminance trough (Saul and Humphrey 1990b).
A response that leads the stimulus has a phase value between
-0.25 and 0 cycles or between 0.25 and 0.5 cycles. Phase lags have
values in the other quarter-cycles, either between 0.0 and 0.25
cycles or between 0.5 and 0.75 cycles (Table I ). Because phase
values can be placed in any cycle by addition or subtraction ofany
integer, they were adjusted so that points representing neighboring
receptive-fietd positions were less than a half-cycle apart' and so
that phase increased with temporal frequency ( see Figs. 4 and 7 ) .
When these conditions conflicted ( because ol weak response am-
plitudes that sometimes produced unreliable phase values), values
were adjustcd by hand to maximize consistency with the most
responsive positions.

The response amplitude and phasc values were then replotted as
functions of temporal fiequcncy fbr cach position. Lines were fit
to the phase versus temporal frequency data. For these fits' the
data were weighted by the reciprocals ofthe standard errors ofthe
response phase means and by the square roots of the mean re-
sponse amplitudes. Thesc fits provided two parameters: the inter-
cept, which we reler to as ub.xtlulc pha,rc; and the slope, which we
call latent:v. Estimates of standard deviations forthese parameters
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TABLE 1. Absolue phase ranges for diferent response ty)pes

Cycles

a relatively slow increase in response phase with frequency.
In contrast, the zone shown on the right has responses that
resemble those of oFF-center lagged geniculate neurons'
characterized by a phase lag (>0.5 cycles) at low frequen-
cies and a high rate of increase of phase with frequency.
Note that the phase difference between these two zones ap-
proximates a quarter-cycle at I Hz but increases to more
than a half-cycle by 4Hz At 4Hz.the responses of the zone
at 0o are much weaker than at lower frequencies, but the
timing is nonetheless clear and reliable. At 0.5 Hz, on the
other hand, the response ofthis zone is weak and the phase
value is less reliable.

To quantify such responses, we performed the analysis
used in the LGN, plotting response phase versus temporal
frequency ( Saul and Humphrey I 990b ) . Data from the two
positions used for Fig. I are shown in Fig. 2. As observed

Nonlagged
Lagged

were also available, as were values ofthe goodness-of-fit and re-
gression coefficient. We rejected data if the standard deviation of
ibsolute phase exceeded 0. I cycles, the standard deviation of la-
tency exceeded 40 ms or 25Vo ofthe latency, the latency was <30
ms or >300 ms, or the regression coefficient was <0'4. Goodness-
of-fit, which in principle should provide a criterion for rejecting or
accepting the fitted parameters, was low (below 0.1 ) in many cases
even though the data were fairly linear, because the standard
errors of our phase measurements were typically vanishing when
responses were at all vigorous (and goodness-of-fit was often near
1.0 when responses were weak because the standard errors were
sizable ).

We marked the end of a penetration by ejecting HRP from the
electrode tip. At the end of the experiment the animal was killed
with an intravenous injection of Nembutal (Abbott Labs) and
perfused transcardially with l7o paraformaldehyde and 2vo glutar-
aldehyde. The brain was blocked in the plane ofthe penetrations.
cut at 50 or 100 pm, reacted to reveal the HRP' and counter-
stained with cresyl violet. Electrode tracks were reconstructed and
laminar positions of recording sites were estimated with criteria
described in Humphrey et al. ( 1985 ).

R E S U  L T S

Response phase characteristics

Previous work showed that lagged and nonlagged cells in
the cat LGN can be distinguished by presenting stationary
spots in the receptive field, modulating their luminance si-
nusoidally at a series of temporal frequencies, and measur-
ing response phase (Saul and Humphrey 1990b). We re-
peated these experiments on a sample of cortical neurons,
with the riecessary modifications of using appropriately ori-
ented bars presented at a series ofpositions across the recep-
tive field. In this section we first illustrate the data analysis
techniques for two isolated receptive-field positions in a sim-
ple cell. We then present this analysis in the context of the
entire receptive field. Finally, the results compiled from the
entire sample of 37 area l7 simple cells are presented. All of
these cells had receptive fields within 10" of the area cen-
tralis.

Data from a direction selective simple cell in layer 5,A are
illustrated in Fig. l. Responses obtained at 2 of the 2l posi-
tions tested in this cell's receptive field are illustrated for
five of the seven tested temporal frequencies. These two
positions are indicated in the handplotted receptive field
shown in the figure inset. They were located on each side of
the handplotted central oFF zone, near but not inside the
oN flanks. Response histograms averaged over one cycle of
the visual stimulus are shown with the cycle repeated for
clarity. The response phase (9), measured in cycles, is indi-
cated above each histogram. As in the LGN (cf. Saul and
Humphrey 1990b; Fig. 6), two patterns of timing emerge'
The zone illustrated on the left responds in the manner of
oFF-center nonlagged geniculate cells, with a phase lead
(phase values <0.5 cycles) at low temporal lrequencies and
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Ftc. I . Response histograms are shown fbr 2 of 2 I tested positions and
5 of 7 tested temporal frequencies from a layer 5,A direction selective sim-
ple cell. The stimulus consisted of sinusoidal luminance-modulation of a
0.3 x 6' bar. Two cycles are shown for clarity. The sine waves below the
histograms describe the luminance waveformi note that the bar darkened
initially, so that responses occurring early in the cycle at low temporal
lrequencies represent oFF responses. Five 8-s trials were obtained for each
of the 147 condit ions (7 temporal frequencies t imes 2l posit ions). The
mean first harmonic phase values over these 5 trials are given abovc each
histogram, in cycles relat ivc to the st imulus luminancc. An integer number
ofcycles can be added or subtracted to any phase valuc, so that for instance
0.887 cyclcs is the same as -0. I I 3 cycles. and l. | 24 cyclcs is the same as
0. t 24 cycles. Howcver, because responses occur later in the stimulus cycle
as temporal frequency increases. we choose phase valucs that increase with
temporal frequency, as shown herc. The lr'1.\('/ at thc top diagrams the
hand-plotted rcceptive field, with bars at the same scale placed to represent
the i l lustratcd tcst posit ions.
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Frc.2. First harmonic amplitude and phase values from the recepttve

fieid positions illustrated in Fig. I are ptotted against the full range oftested

ternpotut frequencies. Points represent means and standard errors over 5

triali; square'symbols represent data from the position at -l'25", and

circles fiom 0". Regression lines through the phase values are shown as

well, and the latency (L) and absolute phase ('po) values are given' These

are, respectively, the slopes and intercepts of the lines. and are glven as

means ! standard deviations. Note that the weak amplitudes and unreli-
able phase values at 0.25 and 0.5 Hz for the zone at 0o cause these points to
contribute relatively little to the weighted linear regression, and the linear-
ity ofthe points between I and 4 Hz can be seen.

previously ( Hamilton et al. 1989; Lee et al. 198 1: Reid et al.
1992; Saul and Humphrey 1990b) the phase versus tem-
poral frequency points plotted in Fig. 2 are frt reasonably
well by straight lines. The best-fitting lines through the
phase data from these two positions are illustrated by the
solid and dashed lines through the square and circle sym-
bols, respectively. Linear regression yields two parameters,
a slope and an intercept. These two parameters distinguish
between lagged and nonlagged geniculate neurons (Saul
and Humphrey 1990b). The intercepts indicate the re-
sponse phase extrapolated to 0 Hz, which we refer to as
"absolute phase." This parameter provided the key to un-
derstanding the visual response profiles oflagged and non-
lag:ged geniculate cells. In general, nonlagged cells have ab-
solute phase leads, whereas lagged cells have absolute phase
lags. The second parameter from the linear regressions is
the slope, which we call "latency" and others refer to as
"integration time" ( Hamilton et al. 1989; Reid et al. 1992).
Lagged cells in the LGN have longer latencies than non-
lagged cells when measured in this way. Most nonlagged

cells have latencies <100 ms and most lagged cells have
latencies > 100 ms. The latencies and absolute phase values
from the cortical cell in Fig. 2 are 58 ms and 0.358 cycles for
the zone at -1.25" and ll0 ms and 0.678 cycles for the
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zone at 0o. Because of the similarities of these cortical cell
response patterns to the behavior oflagged and nonlagged
geniculate cells, we label them as nonlagged-like and
lagged-like, respectively. Henceforth, we will use the term
"lagged-1ike" to refer to receptive-field positions that reli-
ably show absolute phase lags and latencies >100 ms and
"nonlagged-like" for absolute phase leads and latencies
< 100 ms. Table I summarizes the absolute phase values for
each ofthese classifications (see Fig. l4 as well).

Examples of cortical receptive rteds

The complete experimental design is illustrated with the
example in Figs. 3-5, from a simple cell located in layer 4A.
This cell was tested with a 0.3 x 8' bar at I I positions over
3o and at 5 temporal frequencies. Histograms for each posi-
tion and temporal frequency are shown in Fig. 3. Two cy-
cles are shown for clarity. There are two main zones, a
strong oN region around -0.6' and a weaker oFF region
around 0.3". At 0.5 Hz, the oN responses occur mainly as
luminance increases, and the oFF responses as luminance
decreases. Responses generally peak before the peak or
trough of the luminance: the responses lead the stimulus.
At2}Jz the responses occur close to the luminance peak or
trough, and at 4 or 8 Hz the responses occur after them.

The first harmonic amplitudes and phases for these 55
points are plotted in Fig. 4 to provide line-weighting func-
tions. The scaling is maintained across all temporal fre-
quencies here and is given for the 0S-Hz graphs. The hori-
zonta| axis indicates receptive-field position. The markers

lor-H;l @

with error bars show the means and standard errors over the
five trials for each condition. The structure of the receptive
field is shown clearly by the half-cycle jump in response
phase between the oN and oFF zones and by the bimodal
amplitude curves at 2 and 4 Hz. The oN zone has been
plotted here a half-cycle later than the orn zone but could
have been shifted down one cycle so that it would appear a
half-cycle earlier than the oFF zone. Note that even where
response amplitudes are low, such as at 0.6o, phase values
are fairly reliable (except at 0.5 and 8 Hz) and consistent
with their neighboring positions. Only when responses
practically vanish do phase values become unreliable, as at
-1.5 or 1.5'. The high reliability of the phase measure-
ments suggests that response timing serves important func-
tions in neuronal processing.

These data were also plotted against temporal frequency,
and latency and absolute phase values were computed for
each position. Figure 5 shows these results for positions that
gave adequate responses. Criteria for defining adequate re-
sponses are described in ueruoos, with the use of estimates
of the standard deviations of latency and absolute phase
that were in turn based on the standard errors of the individ-
ual phase points and on the corresponding amplitudes.
Four of the I I positions tested in this cell were rejected by
these criteria. For the remaining seven positions, the abso-
lute phase values were between 0.40. and 0.46 cycles for the
or.r ione and between 0.86 and 0.93 cycles for the cjN zone.
The latencies ranged from 65 to 76 ms. These absolute
phase and latency values are in the nonlagged ranges for
the LGN.
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Frc. 4. Line-weighting functions from data used to generate Fig. 3. First harmonic amplitudc and phasc arc plotted as

functions ofposition for each temporal frequency. Means and standard errors are shown. For many ofthc phase means, the
standard errors are too small to be visiblc here. For a few points, not enough spikes wcrc present to obtain standard errors,
and thus no error bars are shown. Phase values were adjusted by addition of integers to minimize thc diflbrence between
adjacent positions and maintain increasing phase with temporal frequency. In this case for instance, because phase is
practically constant except for a half-cyclejump between -0.3 and 0.0', the differences between adjacent positions would
have been only slightly increased had I cycle been subtracted fror.n the values at - 1.5" through -0.3'.
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an assumption of separability, that responses can be put in
just two phase classes (oN and orr) a half-cycle apart.

As has been reported previously (Albrecht and Geisler
l99l l  Dean and Tolhurst 1986; Mclean and Palmer 1989;
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no. 5. The data in Fig. 4 showing amplitude and phase as a function of
space for each temporal frequency are replotted as f'unctions of temporal
frequency for each position. Only 7 ofthe I I tested positions are illustrated
here. The regression lines illustrated all had slopes ( L) and intercepts (90)
with small standard deviations. Latencies ranged lrom 70-76 ms for the
oN region ( - 1.2 to -0.3') and 65-74 ms for the orr region (0.0 to 0-6').
Absolute phase values ranged from 0.858-0.928 (equivalent to -0.142 to
-0.072) cycles for the oN region and 0.399-0.462 cycles for the orr re-
gion. Note the reliability of the phase data and the variability of the ampli'
tude data. For abbreviations, see Fig. 2 legend.

This type of simple cell receptive field is called spatiotem-
porally separable (Adelson and Bergen 1985; Mclean and
Palmer 1989; Reid et al. 1987, l99l ). The receptive field
can be modeled as a product of two functions, one of which
depends only on spatial position and the other only on
time. A separable field has response phase values that are
constant or that differ by multiples of a half-cycle as a func-
tion of space. Almost all early studies of receptive-field
structure relied on classifying responses as oN or oFF, pre-
sumably because these classifications are based on what was
then known about the geniculate afferents ( Hubel and Wie-
sel l96l ). Implicit in this view of cortical receptive fields is
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Movshon et al. 1978; Reid et al. 1987, 1988, 1991; Tolhurst
and Dean 1991 ), some simple cells have not only classical
oN and oFF zones but also zones that are intermediate in
their response timing. Most cells are in fact inseparable'
having response timing that varies more gradually with po-
sition. An example of line-weighting function data from
such a cell is given in Figs. 6 and 7 . This layer 5A' cell was
direction selective at low temporal frequencies. Eleven po-
sitions >3o were tested with a 0.5 x 7o bar, at five temporal
frequencies.

This cell had clear oN and orr zones, but response timing
varied smoothly across the receptive field, as seen by the
bottom left to top right slant of the responses in Fig. 6.
Response phase varies smoothly in Fig. 7, at least at low
temporal frequencies, instead ofjumping by a half-cycle as
in Fig. 4. Whereas in Fig. 4 the phase values could have
reasonably been plotted as either increasing or decreasing
with position, here there is no question that phase increases
across the receptive field. This difference between separable
and inseparable cells correlates with their direction selectiv-
ity. Separable cells tend to respond to both directions of
stimulus movement, whereas inseparable cells respond
only or primarily to the direction in which phase decreases
in these plots (Albrecht and Geisler 1991; Mclean and
Palmer 1989; Reid et al. 1987, l99l; Saul and Humphrey
1990a; Tolhurst and Dean 199 I ) .

For six of the receptive-field positions, we replot the re-
sponses against temporal frequency in Fig. 8. The lines fit to
the phase versus temporal frequency data provide the la-
tency and absolute phase values listed in parentheses on the
figure. The six positions illustrated in Fig. 8 alternate in
their phase behavior, with nonlagged-like timing at -1.2,
-0.3, and 0.3' 1-; and lagged-like timing at -0.9, 0, and
0.9' (- - -). The responses at -0.6 and 0.6' were also non-

lagged-like, and at 1.2' they were lagged-like; for clarity,
these positions were not shown. This cell's oN and orr
zones could thus be subdivided into lagged-like and non-
lagged-like regions. The hand-plotted oN zone atthe top of
the receptive field in Fig. 6 actually turned out to be a
lagged-like oFF zone (this is a common confusion when
hand-plotting lagged LGN cells).

Controls for potential aftiJAcfi

To interpret these cortical responses in terms of sepa-
rately recorded geniculate data, their stability and indepen-
dence from interactions between inputs must be demon-
strated. When possible, line-weighting functions were ob-
tained repeatedly to demonstrate stability. Figure 9 shows
data obtained immediately after the run that produced the
data in Figs. 6-8. In this run, bar width was reduced to 0.2o,
and the response amplitudes were weaker and more vari-
able because of this nalrower stimulus. However, the
lagged-like zones did not disappear, indicating that they
were not an artifact of the wider bar used earlier. The recep-
tive field structure revealed in Fig. 9 is similar to that in Fig'
8, with alternation between nonlagged'like and lagged-like
zones. The large variability of some of the latency and abso-
lute phase values ( e.g., at 0.3 and - 1.2" ) would lead to their
rejection by our criteria, but they are listed here solely for
comparison to Fig. 8. The latencies at 0.3 and -1.2" be-
come I  l l  + l2and 117 + 45 (SD) ms, respect ively,  butthe
large standard deviations associated with these values
render them not significantly different from those obtained
in the previous run (91 + 5 and 93 + l0 ms, respectively).

An argument can be advanced that lagged-like zones ap-
pear between adjacent nonlagged-like zones when the test
bar activates an oN and an oFF zone simultaneously. Al-
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the 0.lo-wide bar giving responses like the 0.2'-wide bar
but somewhat weaker. Latencies and absolute phase values
for the oN zone were -80 ms and -0.04 cycles. Responses
were too weak in the orr flanks to provide reliable phase

data. The 0.5'-wide bar allowed the opr-flanks to be re-
vealed more clearly ( compare error bars in the phase plots ) .
but did not induce any lagged-like responses at the borders
between the oN and the oFF zones. Instead' when the widest
bar was positioned at0.2" and stimulated both the central
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rro. 8. Data from 6 ofthe positions in Figs. 6 and 7 are plotted against

temporal frequency, following the format of Fig. 5. The latencies ( in milli-

seconds) and absoiute phase values (in cyctes) for these positions are listed

in parentheses. Positions giving long latencies and absolute phase lags
( laggedlike responses) are shown with dashed lines and circlesl nonlagged-
iite positions aie shown with solid lines and squares. The absolute phase

valuis at -0.3,0,0.3, and 0.9" are equivalent to -0.1 l '  0 '21' 0'35' and
0.54 cycles, respectively. The ordering of these positions with phase in-

creasing across the receptiue freld is maintained this way. Positions at - I '2,
-0.9, 0-.3, and 0.9o gave oFF responses' and -0'3 and 0' gave oN re-

sponses.

though this would be difficult to achieve in principle (see
DlscussloN), an empirical control is to test separable recep-
tive fields with wide bars to try to produce lagged-like zones
at these borders. An example of such a test is shown in Fig.
10, for a cell at the layer 5/6 border that had an oN zone
flanked by orr zones. Line-weighting functions were ob-
tained at 1 I positions over 2" at 3 temporal frequencies in
consecutive runs with bars that were 3o long and 0. l' 0.2,
and 0.5' wide. For simplicity only the 0.5-Hz histograms
are shown for the 0.2 and 0.5o bar widths, but these results
are representative of the other temporal frequencies, with
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rtc. 9. Responses from another run following that shown in Figs' 6-8
are plotted against tempotal frequency. This experimcnt was identical to
the preceding one except that the bar width was reduccd to 0.2'. Response
amplitudes were lower and more variable and the reliability of the phase
values was lower because the narrower bar was a less effective stimulus'
However, the same picture of thc receptive lield structure can be seen, with
Iagged-like (- - -) and nonlagged-like zones (-) altcrnating. Latency
and absolute phase values arc givcn in parcnthescs, despite several ofthese
values (at -1.2 and -0.9') being unrcl iable according to our cri ter ia.
None of these derived measurements differs significantly from those lound'in 

the preceding run. listed in Fig. 8. More importantly' the actual phase

data points are almost identical between the 2 runs whercver responscs
were reliable.
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shown for I ofthe 3 tested temporal frequencies and lor
2 bar widths. The corresponding phase values are shown
below each set of histograms. Data for each bar width
were collected in consecutive but separate, noninter-
leaved experiments. The 200 imp/s scale bar applies to
all histograms. This cell was separable and showed only
nonlagged-type responses. When the 0.5"-wide bar was
positioned at 0.2", it stimulated both the central oN re-
gion and the neighboring oer region. As a result. the
small oN response elicited from this position with the
O.2"-wide bar was greatly diminished, and the phase
value was less reliable. No lagged-like responses were
induced by testing with the 0.5"-wide bar.
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oN zone and the neighboring orr flank, the small oN re-
sponse evident with the narrower bars was suppressed.
Thus, reliable latency and absolute phase values could not
be obtained at the border, but latencies in the oN zone were
slightly increased to -90 mq and absolute phase remained
--0.04 cycles. As seen in the plots of phase versus posi-
tion, the receptive field remained separable when tested
with the wider bar. Multiple line-weighting functions, with
bars of varying width, were obtained from three other cells.
Wider bars generally improved responses when they were
centered over a similarly wide zone, but led to reductions of
responsiveness where they encroached on zones ofopposite
polarity. In no case did they induce responses with lagged-
type timing from positions that had nonlagged-type timing,
when tested with narrower bars. Most line-weighting func-
tions were obtained with reasonably wide bars (generally
0.3-0.5" ) to elicit adequate responses, however.

Could lagged-like responses be an artifact ofweak respon-
siveness, perhaps because of cortical filtering? Response
amplitudes of lagged-like zones tended to be weaker than
nonlagged-like zones in general. This is illustrated in Figs. 2
and 8. Another example is shown in Fig. I I, from a layer 6
cell. Most of the positions tested showed nonlaggedJike
timing, but oN-center lagged-like timing was observed at
one position (-0.2" ) between oN and orn nonlagged-like
zones. The lagged-like responses at -0.2o were of similar

amplitude to the nonlagged-like responses at 0o when
tested at 0.5 Hz, but remained <10 imp/s at l-4 Hz,
whereas the responses at 0" grew to a peak of -20 imp/s at
4 Hz. This might suggest that the difference between lagged-
like and nonlagged-like responses could be the result of low-
pass filtering. Although low-pass filtering could be an im-
portant component of lagged-like responses, by itself it does
not account fbr the phase behavior of these zones at low
temporal frequencies, as discussed further below. In fact,
the correlation between lagged-like phase behavior and
low-pass tuning was not strict. The other nonlagged-like
positions shown in Fig. I I have amplitudes similar to the
lagged-like position. Furthermore, as shown below (Fig.
12), lagged-like zones were sometimes tuned to highertem-
poral frequencies. The response amplitude differences be-
tween lagged-like and nonlagged-like positions in simple
cells may reflect the hypothesized geniculate inputs. In the
LGN, response amplitudes tend to be lower in lagged cells
than in nonlagged cells (Humphrey and Weller 1988a;
Mastronarde 1987a:- Sauland Humphrey 1990b), and X.-
cells are tuned to slightly lower temporal frequencies than
nonlagged X (X*)-cel ls (Saul and Humphrey 1990b).

In cortex, the difference in response amplitude between
the lagged-like and nonlagged-like zones sometimes ap-
peared to be exaggerated relative to the LGN, as seen in Fig.
8. In cells that had both types of timing, nonlagged-like
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Frc. I l. Responses at 4 positions in a layer 6 cell are plotted against
temporal frequency. This cell was tested with a 0.3 X 6o bar at I t positions
and 5 temporal frequencies. The oN responses seen at -0.6" arose lrom the
hand-plotted oN zone at the bottom right of the diagram in ihe in.sel , with
the other plotted responses coming from the hand-plotted orr zone. The
laggedJike responses at -0.2" are shown with dashed lines and circles.
Latencies and absolute phase values are listed in parentheses.

response amplitudes sometimes dwarfed laggedJike ampli-
tudes. The apparent low-response amplitudes associated
with lagged-like cortical zones present a potential problem
in interpretation, because weak responses tend to be less
reliable, and the lagged-like phase values might be due to
this variability. This was not the case, however. Besides the
precautions taken to reject unreliable data, there were cells
in which strong response amplitudes were associated with
lagged-like response timings. An example is shown in Fig.
12. The entire main response region (running from the
hand-plotted oN zone at - -2" to the orr zone at - -0.5' )
had lagged-like oN responses. The plot of phase versus tem-
poral frequency in Fig. 12B demonstrates the consistency
of the lagged-type responses, with their intercepts -0.1 cy-
cles and slopes >100 ms. The weak nonlagged-like opp
zone can be seen above the main zone (at 0'). Thus, weak
responses in themselves do not imply lagged-like timings.

The reliability of the phase measurements made it possi-
ble to specify whether responses were lagged-like or non-
lagged-like even when responses were weak, as is apparent
from the lagged-like zones in Fig. 8 or the nonlagged-like
zone in Fig. 12, as well as in Fig. 13, where results from a
layer 6 cell are shown. This cell was tested at 2l positions
with a 0.5 x 4' bar modulated at seven temporal frequen-

cies. The receptive field structure was clearly revealed by
these tests, showing separate oN and oFF zones, but re-
sponses were uniformly poor across the receptive field. The
weak activity recorded in this cell revealed consistent non-
lagged-like phase values, with none of the 2l positions
tested giving lagged-like responses. Plotted in Fig. 13 are
data from the most responsive position in each zone. Mean
amplitudes were all < l0 imp/s and were noisy and poorly
tuned as a function of temporal frequency. The phase val-
ues were nonetheless consistent from one position to the
next ( as in Fig. 5 ) , showing absolute phase leads and laten-
cies <100 ms. Thus, there was not a strong correlation be-
tween amplitude and phase characteristics, and lagged-like
timing was not an artifact of poor responsiveness. In fact.
the response amplitude difference between lagged-like and
nonlagged-like zones was smaller than the corresponding
difference in the LGN. The average first harmonic response
amplitude at the best temporal frequency was I I + 7
spikes/ s for 37 lagged-like zones and I 3 + 9 spikes/ s for 90
nonlagged-like zones (+SD lrom 20 cells in layer 4). This
compares with means of l9 + l0 and 42 + 24 spikes/s for
lagged and nonlagged X-cells, respectively (Saul and
Humphrey 1990b).

In summary, both separable and inseparable receptive
fields were observed, as in previous studies. Measurements
of response phase at a series of temporal frequencies per-
mitted an association to be made between cortical re-
sponses and geniculate lagged and nonlagged responses.
Cortical lagged-like responses could be reliably obtained
from specific zones of certain receptive fields. Although at
any one temporal frequency a lagged=type phase value
could be explained in many ways, the correspondence of
both latency and absolute phase between cortex and LGN
limits the possibilities.

Population results

In the LGN, lagged and nonlagged cells could be distin-
guished by plotting their latencies versus their absolute
phase values (Fie. 8 in Sauland Humphrey 1990b).  In the
present study, we measured these two response timing pa-
rameters at a series of positions across the receptive fields of
37 simple cells in area 17 from eight cats. These latency/ab-
solute phase pairs are plotted in Fig. 14. As described above,
points with large variability were rejected, so that all of
these positions had standard deviations that were <40 ms in
latency and <0. I cycles in absolute phase ( as well as satisfy-
ing the other conditions detailed above). The absolute
phase values have been collapsed into a half-cycle, normaliz-
ing for the oN/orr distinction. In Fig. l4A all226 points
are plotted, in Fig. l4B only the 134 points derived from 20
cells lying in or near layer 4 are shown, and in Fig. l4Cdata
from the LGN are shown, separated by cell type (lagged or
nonlagged and X or Y). Points with short latencies almost
invariably fall in the nonlagged quarter-cycle ( from -0.25
to 0 cycles) of absolute phase. The longer latency points
vary more in their absolute phase values, but predominate
in the lagged quarter-cycle (0 to 0.25 cycles). As was true
for the geniculate data, a latency oi - 100 ms appears to be
a reasonable dividing line between points falling in these
separate quarter-cycle regions. The area l7 and LGN distri-
butions bear a striking resemblance, although points with
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no. 12. Data from a cell with predominantly lagged-like responses. This cell was tested with a 0.5 X 6o bar at ll
positions over 5o and at 5 temporal frequencies.,4: histograms are shown for 8 of these positions and 3 temporal frequeticies.
These positions cover the receptive field, illustrated in the inset. Means and standard errors for amplitude and phase are
shown for 4 ofthese positions in B. The dashed lines and open circles repres€nt data from positions with laggedJike timing.
Latenciesofthese3 posit ionswere I 17, l33,and I l3 ms. andtheirabsolutephasevalueswere0.l8T,0.l66, and0.l8l cycles.
The nonlagged-like responses at 0" are shown with solid lines and open squares. The intervening position, -0.5o, had
lagged-like latency and absolute phase values. At -2.5" the absolute phase was 0.2 I 5, but the latency was 99 ms, just missi ng
the cutoffto be classified as laggedJike. The cell's laminar location was undetermined.

long latencies and absolute phase leads are conspicuous in We compared the latencies in cortex with those of X-cells
the cortical data. The percentage of points in each quadrant in the LGN ( X- and Y-cell latencies are almost identical
of these plots are given in Table 2. There are clearly cortical within either the lagged or nonlagged groups). The average
responses that are not directly accounted for by the genicu- latency for the nonlagged-like positions ( by definition these
late data. Most of these anomalous points arise from cells had latencies <100 ms) was 78 + 13 ms (n : 123), with a
outside of layer 4, suggesting their origin in intracortical range from 34 to 99 ms; X*-cells had a mean of 63 + l7 ms
processing or from inputs arising from outside the A-layers (n:77), with a range from 37 to 107 ms. For the lagged-
oftheLGN(Malpel ietal .  1983, 1986).  Resultsfromcort i -  l ike posit ions, latencies averaged 132 + 29 ms (te :  52),
cal cells in layer 4, nearly all of which receive direct genicu- ranging up to 269 ms; Xr-cells averaged 133 + 23 ms (r =
late input (Bullier and Henry 1979b; Martin and Whitter- 33) and ranged from 94 to 197 ms. Thus, nonlagged-like
idge 1984) look remarkably similar to those inputs (cf. Fig. zones in cortex appear to have slightly longer latencies than
14, B and C). nonlagged cells on average. There was no difference in la-
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FIG. 13. Amplitude and phase values are plotted against temporal fre-
quency for 2 positions from a layer 6 cell. These 2 positions were the most
risponsive in each subzone, despite testing at 2l positions with a 0.5 x 4"
bai. this illustrates that weak .ispontes do not imply lagged-like timing'
because all tested positions with adequate responses had nonlagged-like
latency and absolute phase values in this cell.

tency statistics between the entire sample of cortical data
and the subset of cells in layer 4. As can be seen in Fig- 14'
absolute phase values were scattered across the full range in
both cortex and LGN;the only difference between the genic-
ulate and cortical data was a slightly higher average absolute
phase value for cortical lagged-like positions (0.15 + 0.07
cycles compared with 0.08 + 0.09 cycles for Xr-cells).

One of the main issues that should be addressed concerns
the convergence oflagged and nonlagged afferents on single
cells. Although the present methods are not particularly
suited to answering such questions, the results can be sug-
gestive. Lagged-like zones were generally accompanied by
nonlagged-like zones, although in a few cells (e.g., Fig. l2)
the lagged-like zones predominated. Each cell was classified
as predominantly lagged, predominantly nonlagged, or
mixed. These categories were not meant to indicate real cell
classes (as opposed to S and C cells, e.g.), but only to help
analyze further differences between cells that might corre-
late with response timing. Mixed cells had >20Eo of their
tested positions classified as lagged-like and >209o non'
laggedJike. Predominantly lagged or nonlagged cells had
>207o of their tested positions classified as lagged-like or
nonlaggedJike, respectively, and no more than 20Vo were
the opposite type. With this admittedly arbitrary scheme, 8
cells were predominantly lagged, 2l cells were predomi-

nantly nonlagged, and 7 cells were mixed (Table 3). For
one c-ell mosiof ttre positions tested could not be classified
(i.e., the latency/absolute phase values fell in the second or
iourth quadrant in Fig. l4). Of the 8 predominantly lagged
cells, one had onty 2lagged-like positions out of 6' another
had 4 laggedJike positions out of 8, and the other 6 such
cells had from 60 to 1007o lagged-like positions. These cate-
gories allow consideration of whether differences in latency,
ieceptive-field dimensions, number of subzones, and lami-
nar iegregation correlate with the presence or absence of
lagged-like and nonlagged-like zones.

Average latencies differ between these receptive-field cate-
gories, by definition. It is of interest, however, to consider
ihe .ange of latencies observed within individual receptive
fields (defined by the difference between maximum and
minimum latencies, as shown in Table 3 ). Across the entire
population, the average latency range in single cells was
only 61 ms. If cortical cells sampled several lagged and non-
lagged geniculate inputs randomly, and if the latencies of
thise inputs were reflected without change in the cortical
receptive fields, this average range ought to be somewhat
larger than the difference between the mean lagged and the
mein nonlagged latencies,' which is 7O ms' Clearly, one or
both ofthese hypotheses are invalid. The average range of
latencies observed in the mixed cells was 89 ms, consistent
with random sampling from the geniculate afferents. For
predominantly lagged cells' the average latency range was
63 ms, and for the predominantly nonlagged cells the aver-
age range was47 ms. The relatively restricted latency ranges
of the predominantly nonlagged cells produced the com-
pression seen in the combined population. The suggestion
irom this analysis is that cortical cells vary in the proportion
of lagged and nonlagged inputs they receive, with many
cells ieceiving minimal excitatory inlluences from lagged
cells and others receiving their dominant geniculate drive
from lagged cells. These differences in afferent connectivity
should be correlated with other response.properties, as well
as having possible correlates in anatomic organization.

This categorization of cells was therefore compared with
a measure of overall latency obtained from measuring
phase versus temporal frequency in response to gratings
drifting across the receptive fleld ( Hamilton et al. 1989; Lee
et al .  1981; Reid et al .  1992; Saul and Humphrey 1990b).  A
subset of 28 cells for which line-weighting function data
were obtained were also tested with drifting gratings. Both
directions were tested in these cells, although some cells did
not respond adequately in their nonpreferred direction to
permit reliable latency values to be derived. The predomi-
nantly lagged cells had slightly longer latencies in both direc-
tions compared with the predominantly nonlagged cells.
Means and standard deviations were l18 t 48 ms for 7
predominantly lagged cells, 93 + l8 ms for 15 predomi-
nantfy nonlagged cells, and 197 + 45 ms for 6 mixed cells
tested in the preferred direction. For the nonpreferred direc-
tion, the corresponding valueswere 106 + 50 (n : 5)' 78 +
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' The average rangc would be the mean of the difference bctween the

maximum lagged latcncy and thc minimum nonlagged latcncy' for sam-
ples of laggcd and nonlaggcd inputs. For sample sizes >1. the expected
value of  the minimum of  a sample is  lcss than the mean of  the sampled

distribution, and similarly the expected value of the maximum ofa sample
is greater than the mean of the sampled distribution. Thus the average
range 'ivould be greater than the difference bctween the means.
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rtc. 14. ,4: population data summarizing the distributions of latency and absolute phase are shown for all 37 cells tested
in area 17. B: the subset of 20 cells with somas located in or near layer 4. C: a sample of neurons from the A layers oithe
LGN. Cells were considered to be in or near layer 4 if they were clearly located in either layer 4 or lower layer 3, or if they were
close enough ( i.e., within subjective estimates olreconstruction errors) to the layer 4/5 border to be locatcd in lower layer 4.
Absolute phase values were collapsed into a half-cycle by subtracting 0.5 cycles when the original value exceeded 0.25 cycles.
Sample sizes are 226 receptive field positions in A, 134 receptive field positions in B, and in L',37 Xr (lagged X ) cells, 4 Y.
( laggedY)ce l l s ,4X" r (par t ia l l y laggedX)ce l l s ,80X"(non laggedX)ce l l s ,and33Y1(non laggedY)ce l l s ( rep lo t ted f rom
Fig. 8 in Saul and Humphrey, 1990a, with 8 additional cells recorded in a more recent experimcnt with methods identical to
those in the cortical experiments).
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TABLE 2. Percentages of points in quadrants of latenclt/
absolute phase spqce

Lagged-Like Nonlagged-Like

TABLE 3. Individual cell results

Cell
No. of L6n, L*"", No. of

Layer Cycles ms ms Zones
Vo

Lag
Vo

Nonlag

L > 100,
g o > 0

L > 100,
P o < 0

L < 100,
g o < 0

L < 100,
so> 0  CX5 04

P redomi nanl ly I aggeel t' el I s

Area 17
Layer 4
LGN

L. latency;90, absolute phase; LGN, lateral genticulate nucleus.

23 (n = I I ), and 77 + 2l ms (n = 6). These independent
measurements are therefore consistent with a hypothesis
that the timing of the receptive-field zones, which may re-
flect that ofthe lagged and nonlagged afferents, influences
global response properties.

A measure of the number of receptive-field subzones,
based on the number ofcycles ofabsolute phase observed
across the receptive field, is given in Table 3. A cell with an
oN and an oFF subzone would span -0.5 cycles, whereas a
cell with three subzones would span - 1.0 cycles. No trend
was found for the number of subzones to vary with either

category or laminar position; Receptive-
s did not seem to vary with these categories.

TL
26
22

o

8
4

t 7
r0
5

) J

57
70

cx6 07
cx6 09
cx7 02
cx7 04

cx l0  l 4
cxr r 07
c x l r  1 4

C X 8  1 6

4B
48
4B
U
U

8 6  t 4
33 1'�7

100 0
6 7 0
6 0 0
6'7 0
6 7  t 7
50 12

44 56
43 29
J J  O /

31  62

50 33
29 57

8 l
82
92
52
77
69
66

t'7

4B
48
5 1 6

4A

r .0

1 .0
0.6
0.6

t . 2
0.8
0.  I
t . 0
0.3
t . 0
0.8

93 154 '�7

95 203 6
12 t45 5
t24 155 3
l0 r  142  5

cx8 l l  48
cx9 04 u
cxl0 04 49

cx5 0s 5A
cx5 08 6
cx6 03 4B
cx9 02 5A
cx l0  l0  5
cx to  I  r  5A
c x l  l  1 5  5 A

cx4 08 sl6
cx409 5
CX5 03 48
cx5 09 6
c x 5 u  6
cx6 04 5A
cx6 i l  3
cx7 0l  u
cx8 03 54
cx8 0I 6
cx8 05 5/6
CX8 17 4A
cx8 18 3/4
cx8 19 314
cx9 05 6
cx9 07 6
cx l0  02  3
cx l0  t 3  48

3
6
8

0.1 r  14
0.3 95
0.8 86

t83
I J J

2t I

Mixed cells

r 3 5  9
t42 7
t32 3
n 4  1 3
t45 3
269 6
2t0 7

field dime

0.5 66 t04 4 0 50
r . 0  6 l  l l l  4  0  5 0-  
0.7 61 86 4 0 75

.  r .5  84 t36 8 12 50
0.7 53 |  14 6 l '1  67
0.5 .6 '1 97 5 0 100'
0 . 9  8 5  l l l  4  0  2 5
0.6 61 95 5 0 100
0 . 9  6 6  1 8 9  9  l t .  - 6 7
0.7 55 t46 6 t^t 67
0.3 64 t42 8 0 62
0.5 65 '16 7 0 100
r .0 79 105 9 0 6 ' l
l . l  66 l t ' l  5  0 60
0.4 88 t32 5 20 60
0.6 34 80 5 0 100
0.5 87 166 5 0 80
l . t  6 7  1 3 9  1 3  8  8 5
0 . 9 4 8 8 6 7 0 8 6
0.5 19 l0 l  5  20 60
r .0 74 I t2  8 0 50

Prcdom i nan! Iv ru mIuggL'tl L cI I s

Untlassi/icd ccll

0.6 8 r 104

dominantly
d,+ize was slightly smaller in the pre-
ls ( 1.0 x 0.9') than in predominantly

Average

nonlagged cel ls( 1.3 x 1. 1o )  ormixedcel ls( 1.6 X 1.7'  ) ,  but
this could depend partly on the slightly lower average eccen-
tricity of the predominantly lagged cells (3.8' compared
with 5.4 or 5.3", respectively).

Estimates of laminar position were obtained for 32 of
these 36 cells, judged without knowledge of the timing be-
havior of each cell (Table 3 ). Figure l5 presents the distri-
bution of these categories across cortical layers. The pre-
dominantly lagged cells were found only in layer 48 ( 5

rrc. I 5. Laminar locations of 32 cells are plotted for each of 3 catego-
ries based on response timing, as described in the text. Error bars indicate a
subjective assessment of the maximum error in localizing recording sites.
There is a clear tendency for cells showing Iagged-like responses ( predomi-
nantly lagged and mixed cells) to be found in layer 48 or 5,A. Predomi-
nantly nonlagged cells were found in all layers.

t 7

The no. of cycles refers to the difference between minimum and maxi-
mum absolute phase values observed across receptive fteld. The no. of
zones refers to the number of positions that provided admissable latency
and absolute phase values. Lrln and L"",, minimum or maximum latency
observed i n recepti ve field: ToLaE and 7o No nlag, percentage of adm issable
positions that were lagged-like or nonlagged-like; U, unknown layer.

cells). The mixed cells were found mainly in layers 48 or
5A (5 cells); one was found in 5B and another in layer 6.
The predominantly nonlagged cells were distributed fairly
evenly across cortex, with l0 of the 20 reconstructed found
in or near layer 4. All four of the cells located in layer 4A or
lower layer 3 were predominantly nonlagged. This sample
provides evidence that lagged-like responses can be ob-
served in lower layer 4 and the 4/5 border region.

D I S C U S S I O N

Summary ancl mujor inlerpralut ion.s

Our main finding is that evidence of lagged and non-
lagged geniculate inputs can be detected in the receptive
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fields of simple cells in cortical area 17 . We used the distinc-
tion between these inputs based on response timing. Be-
cause we expected that the lagged and nonlagged pathways
might converge in cortex, it was necessary to look for spa-
tially segregated inputs to single cells, which was accom-
plished by obtaining line-weighting functions with sinusoi-
dal luminance-modulation. Analysis of the line-weighting
data revealed the existence of responses having timing simi-
lar to that of geniculate cells. Some simple cells display clas-
sical oN and orr zones, in which response timing between
zones differs by a half-cycle. In other cells there are recep-
tive-field zones with response timing intermediate between
classical oN and oFF zones, as seen in previous studies
(Dean and Tolhurst 1986; Mclean and Palmer 1989; Mov-
shon et al. 1918; Reid et al. 1987, 1988, 1991; Tolhurst and
Dean 199 I ). We have shown that response phase increases
more rapidly with temporal frequency in these zones than
in the classical oN and oFF zones. For some cortical cells, at
certain receptive-field positions, the responses resemble
those of lagged geniculate cells, with absolute phase lags and
long (> 100 ms) latencies. Many cells also show nonlagged-
type responses, with.absolute phase leads and short ( < 100
ms) latencies. T lagged-like and nonlagged-like re-
sponses remained nt across repeated tests. The dis-
tribution oflatency alrd absolute phase values from cells in
the eeniculocortica t zone resemble closely the dis-
tributi two key parameters in the LGN.

A striking finding was that most lagged-like responses
were seen in layer 48 anci immediately below in layer 5,{.
This is consistent with independent evidence that lagged
cells terminate predominantly in lower layer 4. Current-
source density measurements derived from electrical stimu-
lation of the LGN revealed longJatency (2-10 ms) sinks in
lower layer 4, compared with shorter-latency ( 1.5-2.5 ms)
sinks in upper layer 4 (Mitzdorf and Singer 1978). These
two latency ranges match the respective ranges of antidro-
mic latencies for lagged and nonlagged cells (Humphrey
and Weller 1988a; Mastronarde 1987a). Also, cells in layer
48 tend to be difficult to drive by electrical stimulation of
the retinogeniculostriate pathway ( Martin and Whitteridge
1984), paralleling the difficulty of activating lagged LGN
cells by optic chiasm stimulation (Humphrey and Weller
1988a; Mastronarde 1987a). Soma size distributions ob-
tained by injections of retrograde label in cortical sublami-
nae indicate that a population of small A-layer cells projects
to layer 48 but not to layer 4A (Leventhal 1979). These
cells are similar in soma size to lagged X-cells (Humphrey
and Weller 1988b). The existence of layer 5,A cells with
lagged-like response signatures is not incompatible with a
concentration of lagged afferents in layer 48. Many layer
5A pyramidal neurons have basal dendrites that arborize in
layer 48, allowing them to sample the geniculate input di-
rectly (Lund et al. 1919; Martin and Whitteridge 1984).
We also observed nonlagged-like responses in layer 48,
consistent with data showing that nonlagged X-axons proj-
ect to both layers 44 and 48 (Freund et al. 1985;
Humphrey et al .  1985).

In the following sections, we consider a number of issues
raised by these results and interpretations. First, the impact
of our methods on these findings is discussed. Next, we
argue that lagged-like and nonlagged-like responses arise
from lagged and nonlagged inputs, respectively, and that it

is unlikely that the lagged-like responses are generated from
purely nonlagged inputs. Finally, we briefly mention a possi-
ble functional role for these inputs.

Methodological issues

The present study employed the methods of our previous
investigation of the LGN, with two notable exceptions. We
tested LGN cells primarily with small spots centered in the
receptive fields. For cortical cells, we used long bars of opti-
mal orientation. This difference is relatively unimportant
to the present results, because we have also tested many
geniculate cells with bars in addition to spots and have
found no difference in response timing for these two stim-
uli, consistent with other LGN results which showed that
the lagged/ nonlagged distinction is not affected by spot size
(Humphrey and Weller 1988a: Mastronarde 1987a). In
fact, measuring response profiles to bars drifting across ge-
niculate cell receptive fields in each direction is an excellent
way to distinguish these two cell types (Mastronarde 1987a;'
Saul and Humphrey 1990a). For cortical cells, the problem
arises that one is presumably stimulating many afferents,
especially when using long bars. This should bias the corti-
cal results away from seeing response timing like that in the
LGN, so to the extent that lagged- and nonlagged-like tim-
ings were observed it appears that the use of bars was not
critical. Another difference between this study and the pre-
vious LGN work is the use of barbiturate anesthesia for the
LGN recordiggs. In other experiments in this lab and else-
where (Heggelund and Hartveit 1990; Humphrey and Saul
1992), samples of LGN cells have been obtained under
halothane anesthesia like that used here, with results identi-
cal to those seen under barbiturate anesthesia.

Our concentration on simple cells does not imply that
lagged input might be targeted exclusively to these neurons
rather than to complex cells as well. The methods used here
are directly applicable only to simple cells, and this re-
stricted our sampling. Complex cells do not respond well in
general at the fundamental frequency of a visual stimulus,
and our measures of response timing in the LGN are based
on such responses. More elaborate methods and arguments
are needed to test for the presence of lagged input to com-
plex cells.

Response amplitudes in lagged-like zones were some-
times weaker than in nonlagged-like zones. Regardless of
whether these two types of response timing are inherited
from the LCN, or are generated by intracortical mecha-
nisms, lagged-like zones did not appear to be artifacts aris-
ing from poor response quality. Occasional lagged-like re-
sponses were observed that were at least as vigorous as the
nonlagged-like responses from neighboring positions or
from other cells, and on average lagged-like zones had peak
response amplitudes almost as high as nonlagged-like
zones. Only responses that satisfied objective criteria for
reliability were admitted to guard against interpreting weak
and/or variable responses as lagged-like.

Our use of linear regression to estimate parameters that
serve to identify lagged-like and nonlagged-like responses
can be questioned because phase versus temporal frequency
data often show a slight convexity that is neglected by the
linear fit. However, the same convexity is present in the
LGN data (Saul and Humphrey 1990b).  This deviat ion
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from linearity occurs at the lowest and highest temporal
frequencies, where response amplitudes are weakest and
phase variability is high. The lines fit the data best between
1 and 4 Hz, generally the range of temporal frequencies
where cells respond best. Our fitting procedure accurately
estimates the latency that would be produced by delays and
low-pass filtering ( Reid et al. 1992). Cortical latencies are
not substantially greater than LGN latencies ( Hamilton et
al. 1989; Lee et al. 1981; Reid etal. 1992). why do conduc-
tion delays and additional temporal filtering not increase
latencies between the LGN and visual cortex? The addi-
tional geniculocortical conduction latency of l-2 ms for
nonlagged and 2-10 ms for lagged cells (Mastronarde
1987a; Humphrey and Weller 1988a) is too small to be
noticed in the present data, where mean latencies ranged
from 34 to 270 ms, and standard deviations were generally
>2 ms. Similarly, the cortical latency cutoffpoint between
lagged-like and nonlagged-like zones should be >100 ms,
given the longer geniculocortical latencies for lagged cells.
Again, this difference amounts to only a few milliseconds
on average and would not necessarily show up in the scatter
of cortical latencies. This leaves the question ofwhy cortical
low-pass filtering does not seem to contribute additional
integration time. Cortical filtering may include high-pass as
welf as low-pass mechanisms, and these high-pass filters
could reduce the integration time. The data suggest that
low-pass filtering is not as prominent a feature of cortex as
might be presumed from the apparent loss of temporal reso-
lution between LGN and cortex (Orban et al. 1985; Saul
and Humphrey 1992). We suspect that low-pass filters'
which produce outputs with phase lags relative to their in-
puts, could not produce the absolute phase lag associated
with lagged-type responses, because such filters create a
phase lag predominantly at higher frequencies. However,
our use of linear regression to analyze the phase versus tem-
poral frequency data does not allow this possibility to be
excluded..The absolute phase values derived by these meth-
ods for LGN cells provided the key to understanding their
response profiles to luminance step stimuli, distinguishing
not only lagged and nonlagged cells but also tonic and pha-
sic cells ( Sau phrey 1990b). This indicates that
the latency /nd absolute phase parameters capture the cell's

sient responses differ by a quarter-cycle of response phase
(Saul and Humphrey 1990b). For instance, a transient oN-
center nonlagged LGN cell has an absolute phase value
near -0.25 ciiles, and a sustained oN-center cell has abso-
lute phase near 0.0 cycles. Timing differences between sub-
zones in cortical cells can thus be generated by convergence
of nonlagged afferents having varying degrees of tonicity'
Could thJ lagged-like responses we see be explained in
terms of such inputs? At any single temporal frequency, it
can be difficult to distinguish lagged and nonlagged re-
sponses. For instance, at I Hz, sustained oN-center non-
ligged and lagged cells both have response phase values
-T.OS cycles;iiansient oN-center lagged cells and transient
orr-cenier nonlagged cells both have response phase -0'31

cycles (Saul and Humphrey 1990b)- However, lagged and
nonlagged responses are easily distinguished when followed
acrosJGmporal frequency, as was done here. The key distin-
guishing features are the longer latencies-and-absolute phase

l-ags associated with lagged responses. Cortical lagged-like
r.ipon..t have different absolute phase and latency values
than either transient or sustained nonlagged inputs: their
phase behavior instead indicates that they arise from lagged
inputs. It should be noted, nonetheless, that within either
thi lagged or nonlagged geniculate populations there exists
a fullind continuous range of response timing, and this
range may contribute to the range of cortical response tim-
ing (Fie. l4).

Could these lagged-like response timingsarise from simul-
taneous activation of nonlagged oN and orr zones? This
seems unlikely but is admittedly possible and unsettled by
the present experiments. Responses of opposite polarity do
not add up to one of the intermediate values but instead
cancel each other. On the other hand, vector addition ofoN
and op'r'responses that are more than a third of a cycle apart
would lead to reduced response amplitudes, perhaps like
those observed in the lagged-like zones. One could argue
that, for example, a transient oN-respor-lse and a sustained
oFF-response could combine to look like a lagged oFF-re-
sponse. Such an arrangement may occur in cells, but does
not produce a lagged-like dependence on temporal fre-
quency. Lagged-like latencies would arise from combining
nonlagged inputs only under special circumstances. For in-
stance, the transient input must be tuned to higher tem-
poral frequencies than the sustained input, or low-pass fil-
tering must occur. Adding two nonlagged-like responses to
obtain absolute phase lags should produce responses with
short latencies as oflen as long latencies. The fact that short
latencies are rarely associated with absolute phase lags pre-
sents a strong argument against this hypothesis. Moreover,
if convergence of nonlagged inputs were responsible for the
lagged-like responses observed, one would expect bar width
to influence occurrence ofl lagged-type responses. A depen-
dence of timing on bar width was not observed-

Combinations of excitatory and inhibitory nonlagged-
like inputs could certainly produce lagged-like responses,
especially in combination with other intracortical and cel-
lular mechanisms. Because a lagged output is generated in
the LGN from a nonlagged retinal input ( Mastronarde
1987b), cortical regeneration of such responses is possible.
The only argument against this for now relies on the exis-
tence of lagged inputs to visual cortex, which comprise
-40Vo of the X-afferents there, and our finding that the

behavior id response to most stimuli, besides providing
measures ot)timing that are convenient. The slope and in-
tercept of /he regression lines seem to reflect important
characteristics with implications for mechanisms ( Hamil-
ton et al. 1989; Reid et al. 1992: Saul and Humphrey
1990b), but here they are used mainly as a tool to identify
cortical response types.

Interpreting cortical responses as arising Jrom geniutlate
inputs

We consider here alternatives to the proposition that cor-
tical lagged-like responses arise from lagged inputs.

Could all of the response timing behaviors observed here
be explained in terms of differences within the population
of nonlagged inputs? The sustained/transient dichotomy
(which is distinct from, although somewhat correlated
with, the X/Y classification) provides a potential means to
explain some of the temporal behavior we observed' be-
cause completely sustained responses and completely tran-
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laminar distribution of nearly all laggedJike responses
matches the apparent laminar terminations of lagged affer-
ents.

Although we have detected the influence oflagged affer-
ents in cortex, we cannot distinguish whether they arose
from Xr-cells or Y1-cells. Yr-cells tend to have smaller ab-
solute phase lags than Xr-cells, but overlap on this measure
precludes clear identification even in the LGN (Fig. la).
Nevertheless, we suspect that Xr-cells contributed most to
our recordings because they are more plentiful in the LGN,
comprising 40Vo of X-afferents, than Yt-cells, which may
comprise only SVo of the Y-afferents arising from the A-lam-
inae (Humphrey and Weller 1988a; Mastronarde 1987a:
Mastronarde et al. 199 I ). Note that our inability to distin-
guish X and Y types is unimportant in this study; response
timing in Xr- and Yr-cells is similar and readily distinguish-
able from the timing of XN- and Y*-cells (Saul and
Humphrey 1990b). The possibility that some ofthe lagged-
like response timing reflects the influence of W-cells can
not be completely discounted, because the C-laminae
(where W-cells are found) project to lower layer 4 and up-
per layer 5 (LeVay and Gilbert 1976; Leventhal 1979).
However, this projection also includes upper layer 4 and
lower layer 3, where we did not observe lagged-like re-
sponses. The large receptive fields of most W-cells ( Cleland
et al. 1975; Sur and Sherman 1982; Wilson et al. 1976)
argues against their role in forming the small subzones of
cortical receptive fields considered here.

An important question is whether the laggedJike cortical
responses arose directly from the afferents via monosynap-
tic activation or indirectly from them via activation ofother
cortical cells. Although our data do not expressly address
this, it is possible that direct inputs contribute significantly
to the responses because virtually all cells in layer 4 and
many cells in layer 5A are monosynaptically activated from
the LGN (Bullier and Henry 1979b:' Ferster and Lindstrom
lp83,-{artin and Whitteridge 1984), and these afferents
dan makla.qignificant contribution to the responses of cor-

/tical cells (Tahaka 1983a). Similarly, direct geniculate in-
puts may underlie the nonlagged-like cortical responses in
these layers. However, even in layer 4 the majority of inputs
to cortical cells arise from other cortical cells ( Davis and
Sterling 1979), and it is unclear what roles afferent versus
intracortical connections play in shaping'the spatiotem-
poral structure of the cortical receptive field. Nevertheless,
our working hypothesis, based on the laminar analysis, is
that the lagged-like responses primarily reflect direct genicu-
late drive.

We found that the degree to which cortical cells were
influenced by lagged and nonlagged inputs varied. A few
cortical cells were classified as mixed cells, on the basis of
their displaying lagged-like and nonlagged-like timing at
separate points in the receptive field. This implies that these
two afferent streams converge on some simple cells. Many
other cells had few or no lagged-like zones, and several cells
had few or no nonlagged-like zones. This suggests that in
these latter cells the lagged and nonlagged pathways remain
separate. However, our methods do not exhaustively test
the inputs to cells. Only relatively strong, spatially segre-
gated, excitatory inputs are revealed. Thus we can not be
sure that neurons did not have additional inputs to those
inferred. Our results represent a lower bound on the affer-

ent connectivity, primarily providing evidence for the exis-
tence oflagged and nonlagged inputs.

Simple cell receptive fields appear to be constructed in
part by excitatory convergence ofseveral geniculate inputs.
These inputs may be oN- or oFF-center, lagged or non-
lagged, and phasic or tonic. The receptive fields of these
inputs probably overlap somewhat but are sufficiently segre-
gated to permit response timing to vary across space
(whereas in complex cells this is not the case). The progres-
sion of response timing across inseparable receptive fields
such as the one illustrated in Fig. 6 may reflect a progression
through offset lagged and nonlagged receptive fields. To
what extent the responses obtained at any given position
reflect activation of single afferents as opposed to a
weighted average of several inputs remains untested. We
suspect that in the present experiments each narrow bar
probably stimulated several afferents, but the dominant af-
ferent type varied across the receptive field. In many cells
the arrangement ofafferents appears to be organized such
that lagged and nonlagged inputs interdigitate, with a mono-
tonic progression of response phase across space. Such an
arrangement produces spatiotemporally inseparable recep-
tive fields and direction selectivity. In some cells the affer-
ents presumably are not organized in such a rigid manner,
and these cells are less direction selective, and response
phase is not monotonic across space.

.The similarity between response timing in cortical recep-
tive fields and in geniculate afferents argues for the construc-
tion.of cortical fields frbm excitatory convergence of these
afferents. But whereas lagged and nonlagged cells can be
easily recorded throughout the A-laminae of the LGN,
lagged-like responses tended to be more difficult to find in
many cortical cells. Cortical receptive fields are not con-
structed simply by passive acceptance of convergent affer-
ent inputs, however. Direct excitation from the geniculate
plays a key role in building receptive fields, but intracortical
interactions probably modify this framework extensively.
In particular, inhibitory intracortical inputs undoubtedly
sculpt the receptive field profile. In addition. active pro-
cesses probably contribute to cortical response timing, just
as they appear to create lagged responses in the LGN. The
differences observed between the geniculate and cortical re-
sults may be attributable to these cortical processing mecha-
nisms.

One might expect intracortical mechanisms to become
increasingly apparent, moving from the geniculate recipi-
ent layers to the superficial layers and layer 5. Therefore, it
should become more difficult to detect lagged-like and non-
lagged-like responses as the ordinal position of cells in-
creases. Our results suggest that excitatory lagged-type re-
sponses are observed primarily in layer 4B and immediately
below in layer 54. The effects of lagged-like cortical re-
sponses on neurons in other layers could be importanl but
would not necessarily reflect the geniculate signature of
long latencies and absolute phase lags, particularly if they
arose from inhibitory local circuit neurons. Many cells out-
side layers 4 and 6 are also dependent on inputs from the
C-laminae and MIN, either from direct geniculocortical
projections to area l7 or from projections to area l8 whose
cells then project back to area l7 ( Bullier and Henry l9'19a1
Malpeli et al. 1986). These various inputs have not been
characterized the way the A layer cells have been, giving
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even more reason not to expect cortical cells in upper layers
to behave like lagged and nonlagged cells.

Functi onal imPlications

The data presented here provide evidence that lagged and
nonlagged afferents converge onto single simple cells and
contribute to the spatiotemporal structure of the receptive
field by setting up timingdifferences between spatially sepa-
rated regions. Gradients in response timing across receptive
fields are correlated with direction selectivity ( Hamilton et
al. 1989; Mclean and Palmer 1989; Reid et al. 1987, l99l;
Saul and Humphrey 1990a; Tolhurst and Dean 1991 ). The
potential importance of lagged and nonlagged inputs for
this functional role lies in their timing difference at low
temporal frequencies. Simple cells often have responses in
one zone that lag the stimulus and responses in another
zone that lead the stimulus at low frequencies. The firing in
these two zones occurs hundreds of milliseconds apart;
achieving these long delays by intracortical mechanisms
would require extraordinary neuronal processing. The
lagged and nonlagged afferents may provide these timing
differences, not as delays, but as approximately quarter-cy-
cle phase differences that are maintained from very low

' temporal frequencies up to -4 Hz (Saul and.Humphrey
. 1990b). Above 4 Hz the timing differences between the

afferents increases to about a half-cycle. In cortex, the tim-
ing differences between subzones in simple cells often fol-
low this pattern of quarter-cycle phase differences at low
temporal frequencies which increase'to about a half-cycle
by 4 Hz (cf. Figs. 8, I I, and l2). This temporal frequency
dependent phase behavior in cortex has a parallel in a tem-
poral frequency dependent direction selectivity. Many cor-
tical cells are direction selective at low temporal frequencies

z--but lose their direction selectivity at -4 Hz (Saul and
Humphrey 1992). These relationships suggest that the tim-
ing differences between lagged and nonlagged cells, which
are generated in the LGN, may contribute to the creation of
direction selectivity in cortex. We are presently investigat-
ing this possibility.
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